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recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Production ended
without a successor. The Scirocco derives its name from the Mediterranean wind. Volkswagen
began work on the car during the early s as the replacement for the aging Karmann Ghia coupe,
and designated it the Typ 53 internally. Although the platform of the Golf was used to underpin
the new Scirocco, almost every part of the car was re-engineered in favour of a new styling
penned by Giorgetto Giugiaro which was sleeker and sportier than that of the Golf. The
Scirocco debuted at the Geneva Motor Show. Launched six months before the Golf, in order to
resolve any teething troubles before production of the high volume hatchback started, [3] the
Scirocco went on sale in Europe in and in North America in Type 1 models featured a range of
four-cylinder engines with displacements from 1. The design of the vehicle combined with the
lack of US D. Many European owners of Scirocco with smaller engines replaced the rectangle
headlights with four round headlights as to eliminate the differentiation between smaller and
less powerful engines and larger and more powerful ones. The Scirocco GTi entered production
in the summer of , while the later cult Golf GTI wasn't unveiled until the autumn of the same
year. Anti-roll bars were also fitted front and rear. The Scirocco was sold in Japan at Yanase
dealerships that specialize in North American and European vehicles with right hand drive
starting in , initially offering the TS trim package with the 1. The GTE was available with either
the 4-speed manual transmission or the 3-speed automatic, while the LS offered the automatic
only. Sales of the Scirocco continued for this entire generation to Japanese buyers, and it was
in compliance with Japanese Government dimension regulations which helped sales. The
engines offered to Japanese buyers were the smaller displacement versions to reduce the
annual Japanese road tax obligation. The car changed little before being replaced by the second
generation in March Europe. During the production of the "Type 53", there were subtle changes
to the body and trim. On cars produced after the summer break in August for the model year ,
the conventional two wiper system changed to a single wiper which parks on the passenger
side of the windscreen, while the driver also benefited from improved, lighter, steering linkage.
At the same time, behind the doors the B-pillar colour changed from body colour to black,
which was thought to give the car a more pleasing profile. There were also special variants
throughout the Type 1 production. This "S" model differed from the base model by having
blacked out chrome trim, day glow additions to the exterior trim, Recaro designed sports seats,
white letter tires, sport strips and a standard five-speed transmission. Steel sunroofs were an
available option on both the "S" non-"S" vehicles. Unlike the sunroofs on the

second-generation Sciroccos introduced in , these earlier versions only tilted open. They did
not slide back but could be removed and stored in a special fabric folder and placed in the trunk
hatch. Not forgetting the addition of the "Storm" models, available in two colours with a run of
cars in each colour. The model year USA vehicles had four-speed manual transmissions; for the
model years, USA vehicles were offered a five-speed manual transmissions as an option. In the
five-speed became standard. The engine option was mostly limited to one, although it changed
frequently over the years. The models are 1. A heavily redesigned "Type 2" variant internally
designated Typ 53B went on sale in , although it remained on the A1 platform. One feature of the
Type 2 was the location of the rear spoiler midway up the glass on the rear hatch. A mid-cycle
update occurred in , which included minor changes over the model: removal of the outlined "
SCIROCCO " script from the rear hatch below the spoiler , a redesigned air conditioning
compressor, and a different brake master cylinder with in-line proportioning valves and a brake
light switch mounted to the pedal instead of on the master cylinder. Halfway through the model
year, a new space-saver spare wheel was added, that provided room for a larger fuel tank with a
second "transfer" fuel pump. Leather interior, power windows and mirrors, air conditioning, and
a manual sunroof were options for all years. The model year saw the return of two windshield
wipers vs the large single wiper , absent since the models. Eleven different engines were
offered in the Type 2 Scirocco over the production run, although not all engines were available
in all markets. These engines included both carburetor and fuel injection engines. Initially all
models had eight-valve engines. A valve head was developed by tuner Oettinger in , with the
modification adopted by Volkswagen when they showed a multi-valve Scirocco at the Frankfurt
Motor Show. Displacements ranged from 1. Scirocco sales continued until in Germany, the UK,
and some other European markets. The Scirocco was briefly joined but effectively replaced by
the Corrado in the VW line-up, although this had been on sale since and was aimed further
upmarket. The Scirocco continued to be offered to Japanese buyers, but only the GTi with the 1.
It did continue to comply with Japanese Government dimension regulations. Specifications in
North America are somewhat different from those of cars sold in the rest of the world, due to the
differing safety and emissions regulations in place there. The engine code was EN. In mid, a
valve model was released in the United States and Canada, which included a full body skirt,
larger rear spoiler, and tear-drop shaped wheel slots to distinguish it from Type 2 8-valve
models. Sales continued until in the United States, in Canada, being effectively replaced in both
markets by the more expensive Corrado. Volkswagen officially announced in June production
of a new Scirocco model at the Autoeuropa assembly plant in Palmela , Portugal. The new
model, identified by the internal type numbers or 1K8, is based on the PQ35 platform of the Golf
V and was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show. It went on sale in summer in Europe, with sales
in other countries beginning early The model of the Scirocco received a five star safety rating
from EuroNCAP even after the driver test dummy's head hit the steering wheel when the airbag
bottomed out. The model tested was a left-hand-drive three-door hatchback and scored in four
areas:. The Scirocco R is a production model based on the GT UK models went on sale in Six
years after its launch in , Volkswagen revealed the Scirocco face-lift at the Geneva Motor Show.
At the back there were restyled LED taillights, along with a reworked bumper and boot lid. The
changes carried over onto the range-topping Scirocco R as well. All models include standard
six-speed manual transmission. The 1. The EA 2. The direct competitors, two Opel Astra H GTC
driven by drivers selected from 18, hopefuls in a year-long TV covered process, were beaten
decisively. In early March , MotorAuthority reported that, due to the increasing gap between the
United States dollar and the euro, the Scirocco would not be made available for American
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Volkswagen Beetle LS Cabriolet extensively restored Auction Vehicle. This Volkswagen Beetle
is finished in black with black vinyl interior and a black convertible Private Seller. This
Volkswagen Beetle convertible is finished in blue with a black cloth top, over a Great Beetle
convertible! The engine has been converted to carb It has never been driven Its time for a Bug
of fun in the Sun. A beautiful River Blue with 68, Newly restor Clean and ready to roll!! Please
Note Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leathe
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r interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.

